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REDUCTION OF DIMENSIONALITY OF AN OPTIMAL 
DECISION TABLE CONVERSION ALGORITHM 
ART LEW 
Department of Information and Computer Sciences 
University of Hawaii at Manoe, Honolulu, Hawaii 
Abstract-A dynamic programming algorithm for converting decision tables to optimal decision 
trees is analyzed. The complexity of the algorithm may be defined as the dimension of the domain of 
the minimal-cost functional. Upper bounds for this complexity are derived under various assumptions. 
Methods of reducing the dimensionality of the problem utilizing lower bounds for decision costs are 
also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Decision trees have long been used in numerous practical application areas such as switching 
circuit design, pattern recognition, and database inquiry. We will discuss the problem of obtaining 
optimal decision trees in the context of decision tables [l]. 
The desire for efficient run-time processing of decision tables has led to many algorithms for 
converting decision tables to optimal computer programs; see [2,3] for a review. Most of these 
conversion algorithms are heuristic, hence suboptimal; some algorithms, however, guarantee opti- 
mality at the expense of an essentially enumerative approach, such as the dynamic programming 
algorithm reported in [4]. Th e complexity of the algorithm, defined as the size or dimensionalitv 
of the domain of the dynamic programming minimal-cost functional, is exponential in the general 
(worst) case. We shall consider some special cases where there are simplifying constraints. 
Our objective in this paper is to analyze in more detail the complexity of the dynamic pro- 
gramming algorithm, with the objectives of obtaining better bounds for it as well as of reducing 
its dimensionality. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Given a set of N condition variables {Xi,. . . , XN}, let x = (~1,. . . , vimi} be a set of rni 
outcomes (or entrv-values) associated with Xi. An outcome need not be a single value and, in 
fact, may be a range of values; outcomes within a single set V;: must be distinct. Testing of Xi 
results in the selection of one element of Vi a~ its unique outcome, say, the j-th one, vii; we 
denote this result by writing e(Xi) = vii. 
A decision table may be regarded as a mapping from the Cartesian product of outcomes VI x 
v, x . . * x VN, each member of which is called a simple rule, into a set A of actions. We will denote 
each simple rule r by the N-tuple of its outcomes, r =< Vlj, , V2j2,. . . , VNj,) >; for notational 
convenience, the delimiting commas within the angle brackets of the N-tuple will usually be 
omitted. Rule r is said to be consistent with c(Xi) = vij if the i-th component of T equals vij. 
We also will write A(r) to denote the action “decided” by the truth of rule r. Actions may be 
vector-valued (i.e., an ordered set of subactions) so that A(r) may be a uniquely defined function 
and still specify more than one (sub)action. If the mapping is not a function, i.e., A(r) is not 
uniquely defined for some r, then we say the decision table is ambiguous. If the mapping is only 
partial, i.e., A(r) is undefined (or is implicitly a “don’t-care” as opposed to an error) for some r, 
then we say the decision table is incomplete; unless otherwise specified, we may assume that any 
action is allowed in this event. Any incomplete decision table can be made complete by adding 
an & rule with, say, an explicit “don’t-care” action. 
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A subtable may be regarded as a restriction of a decision table mapping to a subset of the 
Cartesian product of outcomes. Each subset of specified outcomes for specified condition-variables 
defines a subtable containing the set of simple rules consistent with these values. We call such 
a set of simple rules a complex-rule, and (in an extension of the N-tuple notation for simple 
rules) denote it by the N-tuple of specified outcomes; a dash ( . . . . .  ) is used in the place of each 
unspecified outcome. The set of actions decided by the simple rules in a complex-rule R is called 
its action-set, denoted A(R). 
A compound-rule R is defined as a complex-rule which contains imple rules that all decide a 
common action; i.e., the action-set A(R) has only a single member which, when the context is 
clear, will also be denoted A(R). A compound-rule such that not all outcomes need be known 
to decide the associated action (so that we "don't care" about certain conditions) will be called 
compressed; in other words, a compressed rule is a complex-rule which decides a single action, 
and is denoted by an N-tuple having a dash for each "don't-care" outcome. A compressed rule 
r is consistent with e(X i )  -" vi if the i-th component of r equals vi or is a dash. Two or more 
compressed rules are disjoint (do not "overlap") if they do not contain any simple rule in common. 
A compressed ecision table is one with at least one compressed rule; a table consisting only of 
simple rules is termed expanded, fully if also complete. 
We assume that testing a condition Xi may have a cost cl, which depends upon i, but not upon 
the outcome nor upon any other condition Xj or cost cj. While the cost of testing a condition is 
independent of other conditions, this cost need not be incurred if the test is "superfluous" due to 
its result having no influence on the action to be decided, such as when "don't-cares" are specified. 
We also assume that each simple rule r has a certain probability p(r) of holding. The probability 
of a compressed rule is the sum of the probabilities of the simple rules it contains. If we adopt 
the convention that a zero probability rule is "imposssible" rather than just highly improbable, 
or that there may be "don't-care" (dash) actions, then certain tests become superfluous ince 
their outcomes are predetermined. 
EXAMPLE 1. An example of a fully expanded ecision table, in a common tableau format, is 
shown in Table I. The table has three condition variables Xi with testing costs ci of 50, 68, and 
25, respectively, and also has eight rules (shown columnwise) with probabilities given at the top 
and associated actions given at the bottom. (Sometimes, the top row of probabilities and the 
right-hand column of costs are omitted.) The decision table specifies, for example, that if X1 = 1 
and X2 = 0 then action A2 is to be taken, regardless of the value of )(3; this decision has a 
probability of .05 + .25 = .30 and a testing cost of 50 + 68 = 118 (for testing X1 and X~, but 
not superfluously testing X3). The first rule illustrates an impossible case in which, for example, 
testing X2 is superfluous when X1 = 1 and X3 = 1. The last rule illustrates a "don't-care" 
action. 
Table I. 
0 .15 .20 .05 .25 .20 .10 .05 
X1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 50 
X2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 68 
X3 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 25 
A1 A1 A1 A2 A2 A3 A3 - 
A compressed ecision table which is equivalent to Table I is shown in Table II. Note that the 
compressed rule <1 0 -> includes the two simple rules <1 0 1:> and <1 0 0> ~vith action A2. 
The rule probabilities no longer must sum to one since rules may overlap, e.g., the simple rule 
<1 1 0> is in both <1 1 -> and <-  1 0>.  The last rule <0 0 1> can be omitted if we assume the 
"else" action is a " don't-care" . Alternatively, the compressed rules <0 - 1> and <0 0 -> with 
action A3 and <-  0 1> with action A2 may be added to the table; since <1 1 1> is impossible, 
the compressed rules <1 - 1> with action A2 and <-  1 1> with action A3 may also be added. 
The result is shown in Table III. 
A decision table program is an implementation of the mapping as a computing algorithm 
which tests some or all of the condition variables (the set of outcomes of these tests constituting 
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.15 .35 .30 .20 .10 .05 
X1 1 - 1 0 0 0 50 
X2 1 1 0 1 0 0 68 
Xa - 0 - 1 0 1 25 
Aa Aa A2 As A3 - 
Table III. 
.15 .35 .30 .25 .15 .10 .05 .20 
X1 1 - 1 0 0 - 1 - 50 
X2 1 1 0 - 0 0 - 1 68 
Xa - 0 - 1 - 1 1 1 25 
A1 A1 A~ As As A2 A2 A3 
a transaction.) and which decides the action associated with the matching rule. The conversion 
problem is that of determining an optimal program which implements a given decision table 
mapping, optimality generally being with respect o the space or time required by the program 
to decide the actions associated with all possible transactions. A "canonical" program would 
test each condition for any transaction, without regard for whether or not a particular test was 
necessary; in the optimal program, unnecessary tests may be avoided by making the testing of 
some conditions depend upon previously tested outcomes of other conditions. Thus, the optimal 
sequential testing procedure is of hierarchical form and can be represented by a decision tree. 
EXAMPLE 2. Refer to Table I and suppose X2 is tested initially. If e(X2) = 0, then e(X1) = 0 
decides action As while e(X1) = 1 decides action A2. If e(X2) = 1, then e(Xa) = 0 decides action 
Ai, while e(Xs) = 1 decides action As (since rule 1 is impossible). The corresponding decision 
tree with X2 as its root and without superfluous tests is shown in Figure 1. This decision tree 
has a cost of 68 .1+50. .45+25*  .55= 1.0425, which may or may not be optimal. Note that the 
highest esting cost of 68 is always incurred, while the lowest testing cost of 25 is only incurred 
with probability 0.55; a decision tree with X3 as its root might very well have a lower cost. (We 
show otherwise below.) 
(X2) 0 > (X1) 0 >(Aa) 
I I 
I I . . . .  1 >(A2)  
I 
' 1 > (Xa) 0 >(Ax)  
I 
f . . . .  1 >(As)  
Figure 1. 
3. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING FORMULATION 
Let C(X[i]IR ) be the cost of testing X[i], given that the predicate R is true. Define the 
minimal-cost functional f by letting h({X[sl], X[s2],. . . ,  X[sk]}lRk) be the minimum achievable 
cost having the k remaining untested variables {X[sl],...,X[sk]} given that Rk is true. Then, 
applying dynamic programming, the optimal sequential testing procedure can be found by solving 
the functional equation 
f~( {X[sl], . . . ,X[sk]} [ Rk ) = mini{V(X[i] l Rk ) 
M[i] 
+ E h- l ({X[sz] , . . . ,  X[sk]} - {X[i]}[Rk&e(X[i]) = v(i, j))} (1) 
j= l  
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for fg({X[1], . . . ,  X[N]} I true), given that fo(OIRo ) = 0 for each simple rule R0. The 
/ E {Sl,. . . ,sk}, which yields the minimum in the above functional equation, designates the 
variable to be tested next (at stage k; k = N, . . . ,  1), given that Rk is true; each decision / is 
associated with the root of a subtree. 
We observe that Rk is the intersection of predicates of the form e(X[i]) - v( i , j ) ,  for X[/] 
not in the set {X[sl],... ,X[sk]} of variables tested at the earlier stages k + 1,... ,N. Thus, 
each/~k corresponds to a complex-rule, consisting of those simple rules which are consistent with 
outcomes that have already been determined, and its N-tuple may be used to denote the domain 
or state values ({X[sl],..., X[sk]} IRk) of the minimal-cost functional f. For example, < 1 -0  2> 
denotes the state ({X2}[e(X1) = 1 and e(Xa) = 0). 
If {X[sl],...,X[sk]} consists only of variables which need not be tested, given //k, then 
C(X[i][Rk) = 0 for each such variable. Otherwise, we may let C(X[ i ] lRk)  = ci * II(Rk) = 0, 
where c~ is the cost of testing X[i], and II(Rk) is the probability that R~ holds. (The latter 
depends upon the likelihoods of various outcomes; equilikelihood is generally assumed if proba- 
bilistic or rule-frequency information is not available.) 
To minimize expected time, let ci be the time required to test condition-variable X[i], and 
II(Rk) be the probability that the complex-rule Rk holds. Since further testing is superfluous, 
C(X[i] [Rk) = 0 if Rk decides a single action. To minimize space, let c~ be the space required to 
test X[i], and II(Rk) = 1 if the probability of Rk is nonzero, else II(Rk) = 0. In what follows, we 
adopt expected time as our optimization criterion. 
The dynamic programming formulation described above was first reported in [5]; it is a gener- 
alization of the algorithm of Bayes [6]. 
EXAMPLE 3. Applying the dynamic programming algorithm to Table I, the initial state is 
<- - ->  . If X1 is tested first, then the next state is either <0 - ->  or <1 - ->  with probabilities 
0.55 or 0.45, respectively. If X~. is tested first, then the next state is either <-  0 -> or <-  1 -> 
with probabilities 0.45 or 0.55, respectively. If )(3 is tested first, then the next state is either 
<-  - 0> or <-  - 1> with probabilities 0.70 or 0.30, respectively. In the last case, for state 
<-  - 1> , either X1 or X2 may be tested second; if X1 is tested second, then the next state is 
either <0 - 1> or <1 - 1> with probabilities 0.25 or 0.05, respectively. Subsequent testing of 
X2 would then be superfluous, ince <0 - 1> is a compressed rule and <1 1 1> is impossible. 
We conclude that 
f (< - _ ->)= min{50+f (<O- ->)+f (< 1 - ->) ,  
68 +/ (< - o - >)  +/ (< - I - >),  
25 +/ (< - - 0 >)  + f (< - - 1 >)} 
- min{50 + 34.15 + 30.6, 68 + 22.5 + 13.75, 25 + 65.1 + 15} 
= min{l14.75, 104.25, 105.1} -= 104.25 
since 
f (<  0 - - >) = min{68..55+ f (<OO->)+f (<01->) ,  
25 . .55+ f (< O- 0 >) + f (< O- 1 >)} 
min{37.4 + 0 + 10, 13.75 + 20.4 + O} 
min{47.4, 34.15} = 34.15 
f (< l - -2>)= min{68. .45+f (< 10->)+f (< 1 1 ->) ,  
25 . .45+f (< 1 -0>)+f (< 1 -1  >)} 
min{30.6 + 0 + 0, 11.25 + 27.2 + 0} 
min{30.6, 38.45} = 30.6 
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f (<  - 0 - >)  = min{50 • .45 + f (< 0 0 - >)  + f (< 1 0 - >) ,  
25 • .45 + f (< - 0 0 >)  + f (< - 0 1 >)} 
= min{22.5 + 0 + 0, 11.25 + I7.5 + 0} 
= min{22.5, 28.75} = 22.5 
f (<- l ->)= min{50* .55+f (<O1->)+f (<11->) ,  
25* .55+f (<-10>)+f (<-  1 1>)} 
= min{27.5 + 10 + O, 13.75 + 0 + O} 
= min{37.5, 13.75} --- 13.75 
~'(< - - 0 >)  = n~n{50 • .70 + f (< 0 - 0 >)  + f (< 1 - 0 >) ,  
68 • .70 + y (< - 0 0 >)  + y (< - 1 0 >)} 
= min{35.0 + 20.4 + 27.2, 47.6 + 17.5 + 0} 
= min{82.6, 65.1} = 65.1 
f (<- - l>)= min{50* .30+f (<O- l>)+f (< 1 -1>) ,  
68 . .30+. f (<-0  l>)+f (<- i  1 >)} 
= min{15.0 + 0 + 0, 20.4 + 0 + 0} 
= min{15.0, 20.4} = 15.0 
and 
f(<O 0->)= min{25* .15+f (<OOO>)+f (<O0 1 >)}=0 
f(<O 1->)= min{25*.40+f(<O 10>)+f (<O 1 1 >)}=10. 
f (<0-0>)= min{68* .30+f (<000>)+f (<0 1 >)}=20.4 
f (<0-1>)= min{68* .25+f (<000>)+f (<001>)}=0 
f(< 1 0 ->)= min{25* .30+f (<000>)+f (<00 1 >)}=0 
f (< l  1 ->)= min{25* . lD+f (<000>)+f (<00 1>)}=0 
f (< l -0>)= min{68*.40+f(< 100>)+f (< 1 1 0>)}=27.2 
f (< l - l>)= min{68* .05+f (<000>)+f (<001>)}=0 
f (<-O 1>)= min{50* . lO+f (<OOO>)+f (<O01>)}=O 
f (<- i  0>)= min{50* .35+f (<000>)+f (<001 >)}=0 
f (<-  1 1>)= min{50* .20+f (<000>)+f (<00 1 >)}=0 
f (<-00>)= min{50* .35+f (<000>)+f (< 1 00>)}= 17.5 
Note that f(s) = 0 for the simple rules, i.e., 
f (<000>)=f (<00 l>)=f (<0 10>)=f (<0 1 1>) 
=f (< 100>) : / (<101>)=f (< 110>)=f (<111>) - -0  
and also for states for which additional testing is superfluous, i.e., 
< 0 0 ->,< 0 -  1 >,< 10->,< 11->,< 1-  1 >,<-  0 1 >,<-  1 0 >,  and <-11>,  
which correspond to the compressed rules in Table III. 
We conclude that the choice of X2 as the root minimizes f (<-  - -> ). Continuing, after 
performing the foregoing eleven on-null minimizations, the tree in Figure 1 is seen to be optimal, 
having 104.25 as its cost. 
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4. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 
One measure of the complexity of the foregoing dynamic programming algorithm is the least 
number of required minimization operations. This number, which we shall call the dimensionality 
D of the algorithm, is bounded above by the size of the domain of f ,  a multiple of which 
also bounds the number of minimands or arithmetic operations (multiplications, additions, and 
comparisons) required by the algorithm. The size of the domain has been shown in [4] to equal 
N 
D1 = i=II1 (M[i] + 1) (2) 
where M[i] is the number of outcomes associated with condition-variable X[i]. This product is 
an overly conservative bound for the dimensionality. One reason is that it includes members of 
the domain of f corresponding tosimple rules, i.e., members having the form (0  ]&~=l e(X[k]) = 
v(k,jk); since minimizations are not required for these simple rules, a lower upper bound on the 
dimensionality is 
N N 
02 = i=II1 (M[i] + 1) - iH=l M[i]. (3) 
For simplicity, we assume that each M[i] = m, hereafter. Then 
D~=(m+l )  g -m N, (4) 
where (m+ 1) N is the size of the entire domain of f ,  and m N is the number of simple rules. There 
are N * m N-1 rules having only one dash, hence, only one minimand; since no minimizations are 
necessary for these rules, the dimensionality may be further educed by their number, 
D3 = (m + 1) N - m N - N * m N-1. (5) 
While a minimization (comparison) operation is not required when there is only one minimand, 
arithmetic operations to evaluate the minimand must be performed. The total number of required 
arithmetic operations depends upon the total number of minimands in the required minimizations. 
Since a rule with j dashes has j minimands, the total number of minimands i given by 
N 
j=0 
(6) 
which can be shown to equal N * (m + 1) g-1. While many other complexity measures may be 
defined, for simplicity, we herein arbitrarily adopt dimensionality (D2). 
In the foregoing, we did not take into account he use of constraints to avoid expanding com- 
pressed rules which would reduce the number of required minimizations. This use of constraints 
is, after all, one of the main advantages of the dynamic programming algorithm. Some prelimi- 
nary results on the reduction of dimensionality for decision tables having overlapping compressed 
rules are summarized below. 
Let us first define the expanded set associated with rule r, denoted E[r], as the set of different 
rules (both simple and compressed) that are included in r, and let S[r] denote the set of simple 
rules in E[r]. If rule r has N dashes, then from above, we know the sizes of E[r] and S[r]; 
#(E[r]) = (m + 1) g and #(S[r]) = mg.  Generalizing, if rule r has j dashes, then #(E[r]) = 
(m + 1)J and #(S[r]) = mJ. 
Now suppose we are given a decision table containing only one compressed rule r which has, 
say, j dashes. Minimizations are not required for this rule nor any compressed rules it contains. 
We call the set of such compressed rules the extrinsic set associated with r, denoted C[r]; it 
equals the set-difference E[r] - S[r]. The dimensionality of the algorithm can be reduced by the 
size of this extrinsic set, 
#(C[r]) = (m + 1) j - m j. (7) 
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Three special cases for m = 2 are used below; #(E[r]) = 9 and #(S[r]) = 4 for j = 2, 
#(E[r]) = 3 and #(S[r]) = 2 for j = 1, and #(E[r]) = 1 and #(S[r]) = 1 for j = 0, the latter 
case being for simple rules. Thus, the extrinsic sets have sizes 5, 1, and 0 for j = 2, 1, and 
0, respectively. Reductions by these amounts can be made for any number of non-overlapping 
compressed rules. 
PROPOSITION 1. If a decision table has K disjojnt compressed rules having j[l], j[2], . . . ,j[K] 
dashes, respectively, then an upper bound on the dimensionality of the optimal conversion algo- 
rithm is 
(m+l)jv-mN - $ [(m + l)iIil _ ,jlil] . 
i=l 
(8) 
Disjointhess of rules ensures that the extrinsic sets are also disjoint so their sizes can simply be 
deducted. For example, since nonidentical singledash compressed rules are disjoint, each such 
rule (whose extrinsic set has a size equal to one) reduces the dimensionality by one. 
EXAMPLE 4. For Table I (which has no compressed rules), the 33 - 23 = 19 members of the 
domain of f are: 
<--->,<o-->,<l-->,<-o->,<-l->, 
<--o>,<--l>,<OO->,<Ol->,<lO->, 
<ll->,<o-o>,<o-l>,<l-O>,<l-l>, 
<-oo>,<-Ol>,<-lO>,<-ll>. 
Table III has eight compressed rules, for each of which a minimization is unnecessary; thus, in 
this example, the dimensionality can be reduced by eight to 19 - 8 = 11, despite the fact that 
the rules are not disjoint (e.g., the first two rules overlap, <l 1 0> being a common simple rule). 
5. LOWER UPPER BOUNDS 
Suppose the reduction by extrinsic sets is made for each compressed rule. If there are rules 
which are not disjoint but have compressed rules in common, then we must avoid doubly deducting 
the minimizations for these common compressed rules. (As the prior example illustrates, common 
simple rules do not affect our count of the number of required minimizations.) Thus, we have 
the following generalization. 
PROPOSITION 2. If there are I< (not necessarily disjoint) compressed rules rr, . . . , rK having 
extrinsic sets C[rJ, . . . , C[~K], respectively, then an upper bound on the dimensionality of the 
optimal conversion algorithm is 
(m + l)N - mN - #(UK’=, C[Ti]). (9) 
Note that when the rules are disjoint, Equation (9) simplifies to Equation (8). 
The difference between Equations (8) and (9) is the number of “duplicate” compressed rules 
in the extrinsic sets of the K rules. To determine this number, denoted #(DUP), we may 
systematically count the number of common compressed rules and their multiplicities, such ss 
by making a sequence of pairwise comparisons, of the i-th rule with each prior rule, where some 
arbitrary ordering of the rules is assumed. Given #(DUP), we may then write 
(m+l)N-mN - c #(C[ri])+ #(Dup)- 
i=l 
(10) 
A simple formula for #(DUP) can be derived for certain special cases. For example, for non- 
identical single-dash or other disjoint rules, #(DUP) = 0. As another example, suppose there 
are only two overlapping compressed rules, rl and ~2, with extrinsic sets Cl and C2, respectively. 
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Then #(DUP) is the size of the intersection C1 and C~. = (E[r l]  - S[rl])  and (E[r2] - S[r2]) = 
(E[r l ]  and E[r2]) - (S[rl] and S[r~.]). Using 
#(Cl and 62) = #(e l )  + #(C2)  - #(61 U C2), (11) 
and 
#(DUP) = #(E[ r l ]  and E[r2]) + #(S[ r l ]  U S[r2]) - #(S[ r t ] )  - #(S[r2] ) ,  (12) 
we conclude that  the number of required minimizations can be reduced by 
(rn + 1) 1[1] + (m + 1) i[2] -- #(E[ r l ]  and E[r2]) - #(S[ r l ]  U S[r2]). (13) 
This result for K = 2 appeared in [7]. To obtain a formula for the more general cases where 
//7 > 2, evaluation of #(UiC[r i ] )  requires the extension of Equat ion (11) known as the "Principle 
of  Inclusion and Exclusion." In practice, the pairwise comparison procedure mentioned above 
may be used instead. 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider Table IV. It has five common compressed rules, namely, <1 - 0 0>, 
<1 0 - 0>,  <1 - 0 0>, <1 0 0 -> ,  and <1 - 0 1>. Therefore, its dimensionality is
34-24-4 .  (32 -22  ) -1 .  (31 -21  )+5=49,  where #(DUP)=5. 
Table IV. 
i 
X1 - 1 1 1 1 
X2 - - 0 - - 
X3 0 - - 0 0 
X4 0 0 - - 1 
A1 A2 A3 A4 As 
We note that  since compressed rules lead to reductions, expanded tables should be compressed 
whenever possible. 
EXAMPLE 6. Consider Table V, which decides action A2, if and only if at least 3 out of the 4 
conditions equal 1 (cf. [8]). 
Table V. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 
0 0 0 0 I 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 I I I 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
At A1 A1 A1 AI A1 A1 A2 A1 At AI  A2 A]  A2 A2 As 
X1 
X2 
X3 
X4 
The required number of minimizations required for this complete decision table is 34 - 24 = 65, 
where #(DUP) = 0. Table VI  is an equivalent compressed table. 
Xl  
X2 
X3 
X4 
Table VI. 
0 0 0 - - - 1 1 1 - 
0 - - 0 0 - 1 1 - 1 
- 0 - 0 - 0 1 - 1 1 
- - 0 - 0 0 - 1 1 1 
A1 A1 A1 A1 A1 A1 A2 A2 A2 A2 
It has 10 compressed rules, 6 of which are doubly-dashed and 4 singly-dashed. Hence, the 
required number of minimizations can be reduced to 34 - 24 - 6 * 5 - 4 * 1 q- ~(DUP) = 39, 
where #(DUP) = 8. (There are 4 common compressed rules, namely, <0 0 0 -~>, <0 0 - 0>, 
<0 - 0 0>, and <-  0 0 0>, each of which is in three extrinsic sets, hence, it is dui)licated twice.) 
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6. REDUCTION OF DIMENSIONALITY 
In [9], a lower bound for the optimal tree as a function of its root was used in a branch-and- 
bound algorithm. We show here how such bounds can also reduce the dimensionality of the 
dynamic programming algorithm by eliminating the need to evaluate all minimands. The main 
idea is that if f(s) = min{g(i)} an d we have a set of lower bounds {Li}, such that g(i) >= Li, 
then we need not evaluate g(i) for any i such that Li is greater than or equal to some known 
value of g(i), say, go, for an arbitrarily chosen initial value of i, ic. The “luckier” the choice of 
io, the fewer values of the g(i) need be evaluated. In our specific decision table context, since 
each minimand is associated with a decision for the root of a subtree, a high lower bound for 
a minimand would make the associated decision suboptimal, and thus its related minimizations 
may become unnecessary. A reasonable choice for the order of evaluation of the minimands is by 
increasing lower bound. 
EXAMPLE 7. Consider Table I. Lower bounds for initially testing X1, X2, and X3 were shown in 
[lo] to equal 1.076, 0.955, and 0.901, respectively. In evaluating the minimands of f(<- - -> ) 
as in Example 3 but in increasing order of the bounds (so io = 3), we have a cost of (go =) 105.1 
for an initial decision Xs, and a lower cost of 104.25 for X2; since the cost for X1 is bounded 
below by 1.076, it need not be evaluated. Therefore, the minimizations for <0 - -> and <l - -> 
are not necessary. 
7. CONCLUSION 
We have shown, here, upper bounds for the complexity of an optimal decision table conversion 
algorithm which are lower than the bound reported in [4]. Work is continuing along these lines, 
with the objective of obtaining the a upper bound for arbitrary decision tables under various 
constraints. In addition, we have shown how the dimensionality can be reduced utilizing lower 
bounds for the costs of decisions. Thus, we also have the objective of obtaining better bounds for 
these decision costs. While reductions of the sort described herein may not matter for unrealis- 
tically large tables (with N of order loo), they could very well make the dynamic programming 
algorithm practical for tables of more realistic size. 
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